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FULLY REVISED AND UPDATED for the Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge! Please note that the paperback
has a full-color cover and a black-and-white interior.Samsung Galaxy S7 & S7 Edge: The 100%
Unofficial User Guide is your comprehensive guide to the S7 and S7 Edge.If you're a brand new
Android user and you don't know the Play Store from the App Drawer, this 300+ page book teaches
you from first principles. If you're an experienced user, this book helps you unlock the full potential
of your S7 or S7 Edge. Samsung Galaxy S7 & S7 Edge: The 100% Unofficial User Guide contains
hundreds of tips, tricks and tutorials, including:Setting up the Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge for the first
timeUsing ALL Edge features including Apps Edge, Tasks Edge, People Edge, Edge Feeds, Night
Clock, and moreUsing Samsung Pay at tap-to-pay terminalsFundamentals of the Android OS and
Samsung's TouchWiz interfaceConnecting to Wi-Fi hot spotsMaking callsSyncing with your Gmail
accountAuthenticating device access with the fingerprint scannerSending text messages and
picture messagesCapturing video, including high-definition 4KInstalling and uninstalling appsTaking
panoramic photographsSecuring and backing up your dataNavigating using the GPSIntelligently
protecting yourself from malware and virusesPlaying MP3s, and streaming music using Pandora,
Spotify, and moreTrying paid apps for freeUsing Google Now, your personal assistantBlocking
unwanted callsManaging your fitness and exercise with S HealthAccessing Kids ModeCustomizing
your wallpaperViewing and editing Microsoft Office filesThe difference between S Beam, Android
Beam, Wi-Fi Direct, DLNA, And NFCPairing with Bluetooth devices such as a headset or car
stereoExtending battery lifeRemotely locating a lost S7 or S7 EdgePrinting documentsLive
broadcasting to YouTube... and much more!BONUS 1: Includes the book, The 50 All-Time Best
Android Apps for FREE!BONUS 2: Buy the paperback edition, and receive the Kindle edition
absolutely FREE through Kindle MatchBook!Scroll up and click "Buy Now," and start taking
advantage of everything your Galaxy has to offer--today.
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This covers a lot of things quite well, but it is lacking an index at the back, so you can't look up
anything by name. You can find chapters on the keyboard, but it's frustrating not to be able to go to
an index by keyword.

Extremely comprehensive but at the same time really easy to read and flip through to find exactly
what you want to do with your S7. I have the Edge and there's a whole chapter dedicated to that
feature. Highly recommend

This book has been very good helping me run my Galaxy S7, showing me not only how to do
something but what to do if it doesn't work. It covers a wide range of topics and it even lists some
apps that are great to use. I do learn by just playing with the phone but I like to know what I should
do and why that is why I like books to help me along while learning a new piece of technology.

II am a 73-year old non-tech-savvy man who recently made the transition from a Droid Maxx to the
Galaxy S7. I'm very glad I did. If it hadn't been for this book, it would have taken much longer to be
able to get the maximum benefit from my Galaxy. While the most basic operations are fairly intuitive,
there are a lot of features that aren't--and you just have to learn them. The only problem I found with
this book is the lack of an index. A few times I ran into questions or problems that I ended up using
other source material for but, by and large, the book was extremely helpful. You can access a user
guide online from the Samsung website, but I did not print it off because it is so many pages.
However, I keep the website's user guide open on my desktop to use as a secondary source. Also,

a couple of times I went to youtube and did a "how to" search. If you're making the transition from
an older droid to the Galaxy S7, using this book will make the change much easier for you. I
recommend it. At one point I talked with a Verizon employee who told me that she had just changed
to the Galaxy S 7. She said, "I'm pretty tech savvy and it took me a month to learn the features on
the Galaxy." She obviously didn't have this book!. It only took me a few days, thanks to Halbert's
book, a few looks at the online guide, and a couple of youtube videos.

Since my Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge didn't come with a manual, I bought this book. The Samsung
manual is available online, but at 200+ pages I wasn't going to read it on my screen or print it. This
book is not written like a manual, it is written for a user by a user and includes a lot of tips that are
not in the official manual. It would have taken me forever to learn all the tricks without this book, if I
ever did.

I found myself really having to consecrate in reading thiis. This is my first smart phone at 64 yrs of
age and it was overwhelming to try to understand and remember what buttons to push. I sign up for
a Samsung class at Best Buy with a Samsung rep. hopes this helps. Its hard being a beginner at my
age and the young people really know how to use this equipment but keeping an open mind and
trying to learn. Keeping the book by my side, but finding I do a lot of jumping around in the book.

A really good book for educating you to use your 'smart phone'.....but, there is no list of things to
look up in the back so you almosthave to sit and read the entire book from start to finish with your
phone in your lap. However, having done that I found lots of thingsI needed help with.

Best idea anyone could have! Being new to smart phones and over 75, I was able to use the book
to set-up everything I needed and more.Thank you Gary
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